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ABSTRACT 

Currently social media are largely used in interactions, especially in crisis situations. We note a big volume of 

interactions around events. Observing these interactions give information even to alert the existence of an incident, 

event, or to understand the expansion of a problem. Crisis management actors observe social media to be aware 

about this type of information in order to consider them in their decisions. Specific organizations are founded in 

order to observe social media interactions and send their analysis to rescue and crisis management actors. In our 

work, an experience feedback of this type of organizations as VISOV, a crisis social media analysis association, 

is capitalized. First results show main concepts used in their investigations. These concepts are then used as 

keywords to explore social media using Text Mining. IMPLIC-R system is developed to link Protégé (Ontologie 

management system) and R-studio (Text Mining tools) in order to simulate some social media investigations in 

crisis management. This system will be integrated in CRIMSON, a crisis management support system.  

Keywords 
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INTRODUCTION 

Social media is perceived as a helpful tool to allow people to give their opinion, to alert about some perception, 

to obtain information, to discuss subjects, etc. [Alexander, 2014, Van Wyk et al, 2020]. Platforms such as twitter, 

Instagram, Facebook, are very easy to use and support in a large scale these interactions. The big volume of 

messages around crisis and incidents prove the use of these tools. These interactions vehicle different types of 

information: perception of facts [Midleton et al, 2013 Lorini et al, 2020], sentiments, distress [Jin et al, 2014, 

Vignal Lambert et al, 2018], opinions, official communications. Several researchers study currently social media 

interactions. For instance, from several years, specific tracks and issues in crisis management conferences and 

dedicated to social media analysis. Researchers as Alexander [Alexander, 2014], and Reuter [Reuter et al, 2018], 
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Bubendorff [Bubendorff et al, 2020] study the nature of social media exchanges in these situations. They put on 

the interest of social media use as people’s resilience and the integration of social media observation in crisis 

management actions by authorities.  

Crisis managers use social media in crisis management in two different ways. Firstly, social media are used to 

deliver safety messages to the public. The goal is to share a description of the current situation, good practices, or 

instruction to follow to stay safe. In this way, social media appears as an efficient alternative mean to influence a 

large kind of population behavior [Saroj and al., 2020]. Secondly, social media are used to follow critical 

information regarding the event. In this case, crisis managers can catch comments, pictures or movies, shared by 

people in real time. Then these “online” information can be integrated directly in the overall analysis of the 

common operating picture. This makes it possible, for example, to better characterize the local effects of a 

particular event (the level of snow present on a highway), or even the level of assistance required by the population 

(people isolated by a flood). From the crisis management point of view, social media appears nowadays as critical 

tools to enhance Emergency Situation Awareness [Sun and al, 2020].  

Many studies describe possible software enhancements and systems that could improve the usability and 

usefulness of social media for disaster management [Hiltz and al. 2020]. However, the question of the analysis of 

massive data flows from different platforms, and integration of relevant information into the decision-making 

processes remain a major issue in crisis management [Ehnis and al., 2020]. 

The main goal of our work is to identify how social media analysis can help crisis management actors. More 

precisely, we study how a French association, VISOV, supports French crisis managers during disaster by using 

social media.  The VISOV association1 (International volunteers for virtual operational support) was created in 

2014. It is the first French-speaking virtual community of digital volunteers in emergency management. 

In this paper, the social media analysis is mainly based on the observation of the use of crisis management actors 

of these tools. So, firstly, we capitalize social media analysis volunteers experience feedback «the VISOV 

association actors» who are generally solicited by authorities in crisis situations. Based on the knowledge so 

capitalized, Twitter and Instagram are analyzed using Text Mining techniques [Kao et al, 2007, Meyer et al, 2008] 

in order to give these actors a support to explore large volumes of data.    

This work takes part in the French INPLIC scientific project (Analysis of Local Population Initiatives and 

Integration in Crisis Management) which is funded by the French national research agency. The INPLIC project 

brings together ten scientific, institutional and industrial partners specialized in crisis management. The goal is to 

develop methods and tools to better understand the behavior of populations in disaster situations, and to provide 

information relating to this population to crisis managers in real time. 

USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

 The use of social media in crisis management is analyzed by several researchers. Reuter et al, (Reuter et al, 2018) 

show different types of these analysis:  

• Content of interactions: missing people, crisis, disasters, emergency events, rumors, credibility, location,

emotion, etc.

• Actors: people, government, emergency actors, news, communities, etc.

• Interactions’ form: text, photos, etc.

• Media types: Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, etc.

• Crisis types: floods, earthquake, Tsunami, Wide fire, Large accidents, Terrorisms, etc.

• Interaction types: Authorities vs citizens.

Ngamassi et al, show [Ngamassi et al, 2020] the relation between disaster problems and people exchanges using 

social media asking help. Reep et al [Reep et al, 2020] and Spielhofer [Spielhofer  et al, 2019] show for instance 

the necessity to use social media analysis by crisis managers in order to compensate the lack of crisis information. 

Lorini et al, [Lorini et al, 2020] developed a system that enhances European floods awareness based on Twitter 

messages analysis. When analyzing ISCRAM 2019 and 2020 Social Media track papers2, similar words can be 

emphasized. Figure 1 shows a Text Mining analysis of social media papers of the proceedings of these 

conferences.  

1 http://www.VISOV.org/). 
2 ISCRAM Digital Library: http://idl.iscram.org/ 
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Figure 1. Main words of ISCRAM 2019 and 2020 social media Papers. 

Otherwise, several organizations, linked to emergency actors, are created in order to observe social media 

interactions. We note for instance Red Cross Digital volunteers in the USA and VISOV Volunteers association in 

France. In our work, Experience feedback of VISOV actors has been captured in order to understand the main 

activities of these digital volunteers. VISOV is a volunteers’ community gathering several actors having different 

experiences (crisis management, geography, Weather, stress and decision making, etc.). During a crisis 

management, emergency authorities ask VISOV to observe social media in order to consider this type of 

interaction in their actions. Otherwise, VISOV volunteers survey continually some social media and sometimes 

alert authorities about potential events to deal with.    

Capitalization of Social Media Analysis Experience Feedback 

Knowledge capitalization is a technique of knowledge management [Nonaka et al, 1995]. that tends to make 

explicit experience feedback in an organization [Matta et al, 2003]. Several approaches are proposed in the 

literature to handle this type of task [Dieng et al 1999]. We can note mainly the MASK method [Ermine, 2013] 

that guides interview experts in order to model the “What; what the main concepts they use in their work”, “Why; 

the main goals they aim in their activity” and “How; method followed to achieve their goals”. Experts are invited 

to co-build with the knowledge manager these models (Figure 2).  This method has been used to capitalize 

knowledge in several companies [Ermine, 2013]. It is based on knowledge engineering to structure knowledge as 

classifications of concepts and systemic modelling to draw process models. In our work, we follow the MASK 

method in order to identify the main concepts used by VISOV experts in social media analysis. MASK concepts 

model is so used in order to identify typologies of these concepts. In fact, knowledge manager draws a tree with 

empty content and invite the expert in order to fulfill the tree by asking: What are the different types of an object 

(for instance, accidents, competences, etc.) and what are the main characteristics of each type? So, knowledge 

manager co-build with the expert the classifications of main concepts she/he use in her/his reasoning.  

Figure 2. Mask knowledge capitalization process. In our work, we follow only the Co-building step. 

The Consensus step aims at enriching models with experts’ team. The result is organized in a 

Knowledge Book that can be a base of training of company actors.   
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Methodology of Experience Feedback Capitalization 

When interviewing the main VISOV association expert, using MASK models [Ermine, 2013, Matta et al, 2002], 

several aspects to be considered in social media analysis have been identified. In fact, firstly, experts are asked to 

present the type of crisis analyzed, in order to focus interviews. Then, methods followed have been emphasized 

that help to understand the main goals of their work. They show us directly the main competences needed to 

achieve these goals and which type of social media platform they observe. Based on that, we asked them to go 

deeply and express the main criteria they use in their observations given two specific crisis situations: flew and 

industrial accidents. This information has been extracted in two interviews with the main expert who organizes 

all volunteers’ activities. Based on MASK method, we drew with the expert different models revealing:  

● The type of crisis they deal with

● Main competences needed to analyze social media in crisis management

● Observed social media platform and for which aim

● Main criteria of information retrieval

Main Results 

As stated above, crisis management authorities ask VISOV association’s responsible to launch social media 

observations during crisis situations. The responsible asks volunteers to start observations and analysis related to 

their competences. For instance, he asks geographical experts to geolocalize interactions and images, Weather 

experts to give information about possible alerts and constraints, etc. (Figure 3). The observation results are 

gathered in table and shared with authorities.  

Figure 3. VISOV’ association actors’ Competences required. This typology is co-built directly with 

the expert, using MASK concept model. 

VISOV association volunteers observe twitter, Instagram and Facebook interactions. Twitter and Instagram allow 

you to follow situations information at real time and discover its evolution. Facebook used by a large number of 

people that join generally geographical place groups, helps to identify population feelings and comments. They 

look in interactions about the frequency of messages, the location of crisis, distress, danger, factual information, 

comments and sentiment expressions (Figure 4). They use common errors as keywords for information retrieval 

ie. flow (flew), fir (fire), hom (home), etc.  
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Figure 4. Exchanges main concepts to look for in social media observation. This typology are co-

built directly with the expert, using MASK concept model. 

Factual information is very important to identify location, evolution and consequences of the situation. The 

number of exchanges and contributors’ identity also give some information about the credibility of messages. As 

same as, the form of syntaxes: personal and no-personal sentences, direct and indirect expression, feeling and 

sentiment forms can give some elements to trust on the interaction or not (rumors) (Figure 5).  

Figure 5. Credibility and rumor analysis of expressions. 

These models confirm the same topics found when analyzing crisis management social media papers stated above 

as: the type of observed platform (Twitter, Instagram and Facebook), the interactions forms: text and images, the 

expressions (sentiment, danger, information). In this experience feedback capitalization, the effective importance 

and use of this information are shown.  

We implement these models in the Protégé tool in order to use them in a semi-automatic information retrieval tool 

using Text Mining analysis. This tool helps VISOV association actors to explore a big volume of data from one 

side and to simulate some routines in their work. We present in the following the links between Protégé classes 

and Text Mining systems.  

TEXT MINING ANALYSIS BASED ON EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

Text Mining is generally defined as techniques to extract information from Textual documents [Feldman et al, 

2007, Hotho et al, 2005]. These techniques use natural language processing and especially linguistics analysis. 

Based on that, terms can be extracted from documents and clustered. Different support tools are proposed in the 
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literature to handle Text Mining “Voyant Tools3, OrangeTools4, Gates5 and R6”. In our work, we use RStudio7, 

based on R, in order to extract terms from social media and especially Twitter and Instagram. Topics are extracted 

from the OWL Knowledge Base using SPARQL inquiries via the inference engine Apache Fuseki.  User selects 

expressions on topics she/he wants to explore. RStudio parses Twitter and Instagram interactions. Results are then 

shown in RStudio Interface and stored in a Database to be analyzed later (Figure 6).  

Figure 6. Main bricks of IMPLIC-R: our social media extraction system. 

Twitter Analysis 

As we noted above, Tweets have been explored in order to extract information linked to Exchange concepts. For 

instance, distress expression can be extracted. SPARQL requests firstly give several terms to look for related to 

this topic. Then, Tweets, related to a specific date linked to a flood event, are analyzed using R-Studio in order to 

extract distress messages (Figure 7).  Adding on, sentiment analysis related to this type of event can be shown 

(Figure 7). The big number of distress expressions like “Je vais mourir” I will die, expressed in tweets at a specific 

time linked to a given weather alert (heavy rainfall) can give information on the consequences of this event, like 

flood, or landslide, etc. As same as, sentiment analysis of tweets related to this event shows the importance of the 

problem. As same as, Twitter images (Figure 8) shows that the consequences of heavy rainfall is a flood.  

These types of messages are very important to alert actors about potential crisis situations they have to deal with. 

The IMPLIC-R system can be launched when there is some weather alert that happens in order to obtain 

information about the consequences of these events. The system can also be used continuously in order to detect 

events like industrial accidents or terrorism attack. Perception concepts as noise, offensive smell, smoke, etc. are 

very useful for this aim.  

3 Voyan tools : https://voyant-tools.org/ 
4 Orange Toolbox : https://orange.biolab.si/ 
5 Gate : https://gate.ac.uk/ 
6 R : https://www.tidyText Mining.com/ 
7 RStudio : https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ 
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Figure 7. Distress tweets analysis 

Figure 8. Image twitter results analysis at heavy Rainfall alert. 

The detection of rumor and information credibility, the form of expression can be analyzed in order to identify 

personal and no-personal feelings. For instance, expressions like: maybe, they told me, I heard, it is possible it 

can be related to rumor and fake news, etc. Figure 9 shows an example of the detection of this type of expression. 

As same as, information Credibility can be detected based on the links of the identity of tweets senders, number 

of followers, number and expression type of publications and the age of the account.  
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Figure 9.  No-personal expression twitter detection 

Scenario of Usage 

IMPLIC-R can be used in twitter observations. For instance, every day, VISOV association actors can launch 

some key words search as “fire”, “attack”, “terrorism”, etc. Firstly, they start to select the type of event: 

“Terrorism” and then they can select keywords they want to observe, for instance ‘gunshot” (coup de feu, fusil) 

(Error! Reference source not found.)A list of tweets is then shown (90 tweets has been found (Error! Reference 

source not found.) at 6th April 2021). They can also identify main keywords used in these tweets and sentiment 

words (Figure 11). These tests are a first steps on the use evaluation of IMPLIC-R. We tend to explore with 

VISOV association actors different lacks of the system in order to enrich it.  

Figure 10. Selection of topics and Keywords to observe twitter interactions at 6th April 2021 using 

R-Implic.

Figure 11. Showing terrorism keywords and sentiment found at 6th April 2021 using R-Implic. 
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INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS IN AN OPERATIONAL PLATFORM 

One of the aims of IMPLIC project is to enrich simulation platforms for crisis management actors training based 

on different populations behavioral studying results. CS GROUP8 one of the project Partners developed several 

tools as support for rescue and crisis actors training and activity management. One of these tools, Crimson, is an 

innovative software solution for the hyper vision and the conduct of operations as: 

● 2D/3D shared Common Operational Picture display on workstations and mobiles terminals.

● Data sharing considering actors needs to ensure to each command level the optimum information

granularity.

● Crisis Management guides and decision support tool.

● Trainers support guides and toolboxes.

● Augmented reality devices to provide situations close to real ones.

Figure 12. CRIMSON tools 

Crimson can be deployed for Management and operational levels taking into account their different activities 

(Figure 12).  IMPLIC-R will be a service of CRIMSON that offers from one side an interface to select and analyze 

social media interactions considering specific actors needs and from another side, an enrichment of shared data in 

decision making support (Figure 13).  

Figure 13. Integration of IMPLIC-R in CRIMSON 

Flood and industrial accident cases will be simulated using Crimson, as soon as possible in order to test the 

usability of IMPLIC-R during crisis management and its contributions on decision making. IMPLIC-R can be 

also used by VISOV association as a support of their social media observations even during a crisis management 

8 https://ww.fr/fr/ 
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or continuously to alert about an abnormal situation. 

CONCLUSION 

Currently, the use of social media is one of the major subjects of study in the field of crisis management. 

Information extracted from these media help to identify elements about population problems and incident 

extension. Actors can then deal with situations using adequate means. The social media interactions analysis 

become so very important in crisis management decision making. Different works use Text Mining and sentiment 

analysis to explore interactions. We believe that capitalization of experience feedback on social media 

observations give more guides to analyze and make sense from extracted information then unsupervised 

exploration as used usually in this type of work. We prove in this work, our hypothesis by guiding Twitter Text 

Mining analysis based on expert knowledge formalization. The IMPLIC-R system we develop gathers Ontology 

inferences and NLP techniques. Crisis Management actors are delighted about the results obtained in the first 

tests. IMPLIC_R will be so integrated in CRIMSON as a crisis management support system. This paper presents 

the first results of our work, we aim at exploring more social media interactions especially from Instagram and 

Facebook in order to extract information about facts and personal sentiments. Patterns Mining techniques can be 

also used in order to simulate interaction intention analysis based on pragma-linguistics (Atifi, 2016). Even this 

work is launched based on the needs of social media investigators but, a feedback of the use of IMPLIC-R system 

by emergency stakeholders will be identified in order to enrich its integration as one of crisis management support. 

Exercises are going to be organized in this aim.      
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